Review of MPI Sustainability Measures 2016
NZSFC Preliminary View - Bluenose all areas
As part of the October 2016 sustainability review, MPI
are looking at reviewing TAC’s for all bluenose areas. You
are welcome to review this document and provide your
input to the fisheries team. Contact John Holdsworth or
Trish Rea by 4 July. Submissions are due with MPI by
11 July.
Bluenose stocks were part of an industry driven
experiment called Adaptive Management Procedures
that fished stocks harder for a while to collect data on how they would respond.
This was a disaster for the long-lived and little understood bluenose stocks.
An Industry funded stock assessment in 2011 found that commercial catch rates
in all areas of NZ had declined and concluded that for stock assessment purposes
bluenose can be considered a single stock in the NZ EEZ.
Following a management review the Minster decided on a series of Total
Allowable Commercial Catch (TACC) reductions over 3 years (Table 2).
The third stage (2013-14) of the phased reduction in TACCs wasn’t enacted due
to improvement in catch rates (CPUE) and optimism that the stock was
rebuilding faster than anticipated. The current stock assessment no longer
supports this hypothesis.

Figure 2. Total reported landings (t) of bluenose and total TACCs (t) from 1986-87 to 2014-15 for
BNS 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8.
The largest domestic bluenose fisheries occur in BNS 1 and 2. Historically, catches in BNS 2
were predominately taken in the target alfonsino and bluenose trawl fisheries, but have been
primarily
taken by target
bottom
longline
in recent years. There is a target line fishery
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for bluenose in the Bay of Plenty (BoP) and off Northland (BNS 1). Target line fisheries for
bluenose also exist off the west coast of the South Island (BNS 7) and the central west coast
of the North Island (BNS 8). Bluenose in BNS 7 are also taken as bycatch in the hoki trawl

The 2016 assessment confirms the 2011 assessment that the stock is likely as
not below the soft limit B20%, but very unlikely to be below the hard limit
B10%. Still a long way from the target biomass which is B40%.
The catch reductions made so far have either stopped a further decline in
abundance or increased abundance slightly. At current settings there is no
confidence of a rebuild. MPI is proposing a reduction now and possibly some
decision rules that could guide TACCs in the future.
MPI only review management when some change is considered necessary. They
are consulting on the following options.

NZSFC preliminary view
There are some important points NZSFC can make in a submission on bluenose.






Commercial CPUE in may fisheries, including this one, is high risk if one
year’s data changes the management approach.
Long-lived species such as BNS are unsuitable for short-run decision
rules.
Option 3 is the reduction originally intended in 2013 and is the best
choice for a rebuild of stocks.
MPI need to act in a precautionary manner when setting catch limits for
long-lived, poorly understood stocks dependent on CPUE analyses.
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